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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last ime, in certain problems of spectral theory, there have oc- 
cured phenomena of noncommutation and it seems that they are imposed 
by the spectral structure of the operators. 
In order to illustrate this assertion, let.X be a complex Banach space and 
B(X) the algebra of bounded linear operators onX. Let IJI -+U, , q~ + V, be 
two (not necessarily commuting) spectral distributions (that is, acontinuous 
algebraic homomorphism from C”(P) into B(X) [3]) belonging tothe same 
T E B(X) (i.e., T = U, = VA , where X + h is the identical function on 
C = W). Then there xists an integer n 3 0 such that 
(U, - V#“l = (V, - UJfnl = 0 for any q7 E Cm(R2) (1) 
where, by definition, 
(U, - Vp’ = i (- 1)” ($) u,“-“v,” 
k=O 
([3]; for details see [2], Chap. 4). In general, for “acceptable” functional 
calculi v + U, and ‘p -+ V, for the same T E B(X), one has 
for any q (see [2], Chap. III). 
Analogous features occur also when no functional calculus i present. To
justify this tatement let us introduce some necessary definitions. A closed 
subspace X0CX is a spectral maximal space of T E B(X) [4] if it is invariant 
for T (i.e., TX0 CXo) and f or any invariant closed subspace 3 of T with 
u( T 1 3) C U( T 1 X0), we have 3 CX, . An operator T E B(X) is called decom- 
posabZe [4] if for any finite open covering {Gj& of o(T) there exist spectral 
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maximal spaces Xi such that ~(2’ 13Ej) C Gj ( j = l,..., n) and X = Cyz,3Zj .
A decomposable operator T has the single valued extension property (hence, 
one can define the spectrum U&E) of an element x EWE with respect o T) and 
every spectral maximal space of T has the form 
X,(F) = {x Ex; UT(X) CF), 
where F is a closed set in C. 
If Tl, T, EB(ZE) are two decomposable operators, then the equality 
G,(F) = GJF) is valid for all closed F C C if, and only if, Tl and T, are 
quasinilpotent equivalent [I] (i.e., Tl and T2 satisfy the relations: 
lim ll(Tl - T#“l jlrjn = lim ll(T, - Tl)[“l Illin = 0.) 
More general, if X and I) are two Banach spaces and B(fi, 9) is the space of 
bounded linear operators from 3E into ‘!j)), then for decomposable operators 
S E B(X), T E B(g)) and any operator X E B(x, ‘$I,) we have the equality 
X%(F) C CD T(F) for all closed FCC 
if, and only if, 
Fz 11 C(T, S)” X II+ = 0, 
where 
C(T,S)X= TX-XS 
is the commutator of the operators T and S. Since it is easy to verify that 
C( T, S)” X = i (- l)k (;) T”-“XS”, 
k=O 
for 3E =!&I), we have 
C(T, S)“I = (T - S)W 
This shows that the last result contains the preceding one. (For all details 
related with the former statements, ee [2], Chap. II, III, IV). These results, 
were still generalized in[8]; namely, if 
px(T, S) = Eli C(T, S)“XI/l/” 
then for decomposable operator S E B(x), T E B(g) and any X E B(3& 9,) 
we have XX,(F) C gT(Fp) for all closed F C C, where 
F, Ef (l.~ E C; dist(p, F) < p} 
if, and only if, p > px(T, S). 
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The main aim of the present work is to give the definitive form of all 
preceding results characterizing by means of C(T, S) and X the smallest 
closed set K such that 
J&(F) c ‘2) T(K + F) 
for all closed F C C, where 
K+F={X+~;AEK,/LEF} 
(see Theorem 2.5). We obtain also some additional information on p&T, S) 
(see Section 3). 
2. THE COMMUTATOR OF Two DECOMPOSABLE OPERATOR 
Let S E B(X) be with the single valued extension property [2], x EWE and 
h, E p&) = Cu&). As usual, we denote by x,(h) the (unique) analytic 
solution, defined in a certain neighbourhood of 4, of the equation 
(A - S) x&i) 5s x. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let S E B(x) and T E B(cl)) be decomposable and 3Z,, CX a 
closed invariant subspace of S. Let also X(X) : G + Bf& , 9) (G open) be an 
analytic function which satisjes the equation 
(A - W, S)) -Wx,, = 0. 
If X, has the properties: 
(1) for all x EX, and X E ps(x) we have also x,(h) ~3,, , 
(2) x0 = c . l . m ix ~3~6 nAEG bd4 + 4 = 41, 
then we have X(X) lx, = 0. 
Proof. With no loss of generality we can suppose G connected. From the 
assumption on X(X), we have (T - X) X(h) x = X(h) Sx, for all x E&, and 
h E G. If &, E ps(x), then x&) is defined and analytic in a neighbourhood of 
&, and, by (l), we have x&) E&, , hence: 
[5 - (T - 41 X(4 x&3 = &X(4 Q(S) - (T - 4 X(x) M) 
= 5X(4 xs(O - X(4 SKs(S) 
= X(X) (5 - S) x,(h) = X(A) x, 
thus, orJX(h) x) C us(x), because the mapping 5 --+ X(X) ~~(5) is analytic 
in a neighbourhood of & (arbitrary inps(x)). 
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Using the “mapping spectral theorem” for the spectrum of an element [2], 
Theorem 1.6, we can write 
c+n(X(h) x) = u&x(h) x) - h; 
hence, we have the relation 
4w) 4 c US(X) + h for all x EL-x() and h E G. 
Let r > 0 be such that D(h, r) = {p E C, 1 p - h j < Y} C G; then 
X(P) x E ?I&(4 + w r)) for all P E wt I). 
By the analyticity of X(p) x, G being a connected open set, we have also 
Since r > 0 is now arbitrary, we obtain 
with p and h arbitrarily in G; therefore, 
4QL) 4 c A9G (“s(X) + 4 for all x E x, and p E G. 
If we take an x ~3&, with nAEG (us(x) + A) = +, we obtain on account of a 
well-known property [2], Prop. 1.2, that X(p) x = 0. Using condition (2) 
we deduce that X(p) 1 x, = 0 and this finishes the proof. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. If S E B(X) and T E B(g) are decomposable, then the 
operator C = C(T, S) has the single valued extension property. 
Proof. We apply the preceding lemma with 3E,, = JE. Let X(X) be a 
B(X, ‘$)-valued function analytic in an open (connected) set G C C, which 
satisfies (A - C) X(h) = 0 for h E G. The condition (1) of Lemma 2.1 is 
obviously fulfilled. Take, now, an open covering {G,};r of u(S) such that 
Since S is a decomposable operator, every x EWE has a decomposition of the 
form 
X=X~+X~+~~*+x, with us(xi) C Gi (j = l,..., n). 
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Therefore, we have 
fip4 + 4 = c (i = l,..., n> 
on account of the choice of the covering {G,>j”_l of o(S). So the condition (2) 
of the preceding lemma is also fulfilled; hence, X(A) Ix = 0, i.e. X(h) = 0, 
and this means that C = C(T, S) has the single valued extension property. 
On account of Proposition 2.1, we can consider the set o=(X), where 
C = C(T, S), whenever T and S are decomposable. 
2.3. THEOREM. If S E B(x), T E B@) and U E B(3) are decomposable, 
then for any X E B(3Z, 9) and Y E B(2J, 3) we have the inclusion 
w,,s)(yx) c %(V,T)W + %(?-,dW. 
Proof. In order to prove this result, we need the following: 
LEMMA. Let A, B be two compact sets in C. If h, # A + B and V, is a 
compact neighbourhood fh, disjoint of A + B, then there is an open set GO 3 B 
such that V,, n (CO + A) = 4. Moreover z.. r is a contour in G,, surrounding B,
then r, = h - r is a contour such that the set A is “outside” it, for every 
h E v, . 
Let us denote by G,, = {p E C, dist(p, B) < l/n}. If such a set G,, does not 
exist, then we have a An E V, n (Gn + A) for all integers n > 0. But 
A, = t.+, + via with tag E Gn and v, E A. Since Gi and A are compact, we may 
suppose that {pn} and {v~} are convergent; thus, there exists a point 
A’ E V,, n (A + B), contrary to the hypothesis. We put Go = Gfi, where 
V,, n (en0 + A) = 4. Let l-’ be a contour in G,, surrounding B. If there is a 
point v E A “inside” r,, = h - I’, then there is a point p E G, such that 
v = h - ,LL; thus, A = ,LL + v and this is impossible. 
Let us return to our theorem. 
For the sake of simplicity, we put C, = C( U, S), C, = C(U, T) and 
C’s = C(T, S). Take A, # uc,(Y) + uc,(X) arbitrary. If V,, is a compact 
neighbourhood of A,, disjoint of uc,(Y) + aC,(X), then, by the previous 
lemma, there is an open set G,, 3 acs(X) such that V,, n (co + uc,(Y)) = qi 
Let r be a suitable contour in G,, , surrounding “c,(X). Let also Y=,(e) and 
X,( .) be the analytic functions defined in pc,( Y), respectively, pc (X), such 
that 
and 
(CL - G> y&4 = y (CL EPC,(Y)) 
(P - G) X&FL) = x (P EPC,(X)), 
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whence, for the corresponding values of p 
and 
(P - u) Y&4 = Y - Y&4 T (1) 
(P - T) XC,(P) = X - X&4 S. 
If h E V, and E E T, then h - .$ Epc,( Y); hence, the function 
(1’) 
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and 
because oc,(Y) is, by our lemma, “outside” r, for any h E V,, .Thus, we 
obtain A, E po,( YX). The point A,, being arbitrarily chosen, it results 
2.4. THEOREM. Let S E B(I) and T E B(g) be decomposable. Then for 
any x EJE and X E B& g), we hawe 
where C = C(T, S). 
Proof. If A, $ u&X) + a&) and V,, is a compact neighbourhood of A,, 
disjoint ofuc(X) + us(x), then, by the lemma in the preceding proof, there is 
an open set GO 3 us(x) such that V,, n (“c(X) + GO) = 4. Then, we can 
choose a suitable contour r in G,, , surrounding us(x) so that if h E V,, and 
5 E I’C p&v) we have A - 8 4 u=(X); therefore, 
defines an analytic function in V,, .From the relations: 
(P - T) &b-4 = x - X&4 S (P E PC(~)> 
and 
(v - S) x,(v) = x (v EPSW, 
we obtain, using the same way as in Theorem 2.1 that 
(A -T) & s, x,(X - 5) xs(f) d5 =xx 
for X E I’,,; therefore, A , Eor. Consequently, U&KY) C c&Y) + US(X). 
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COROLLARY 1. In the same conditions a in Theorem 2.4, for any closed set 
FCCwehave 
X&(F) C %I due(X) + F). 
2.5. THEOREM. Let S E B(X) and T E B(g) be two decomposable operators, 
c=c(T,S),X~B(&g)andKCc a compact set. The following statements 
are equivalent : 
(i) d-9 C K 
(ii) ur(Xx) C K + us(x) for aZZ x E3Z, 
(iii) X3&(F) C 2JT(K + F) for all closed sets F C C. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, we have immediately the implication (i) 3 (ii), 
while the equivalence (ii) o (iii) is obvious by the definition of the 
spaces xs(F) and YJr(K + F). Let us suppose that the relation (iii) 
is valid. We shall show that uc(X) C K. To this purpose, let As E CK be an 
arbitrary point, E = t dist(A, , K) and V,, = {A E C; 1 h - A0 / < e}. We take 
a finite open covering {Gj}yz, of u(S), where Gj = {A E C, 1 h - hi 1 < e} 
with Aj E C fixed (j = l,..., n). We can also suppose that 1 Aj, - Aj, / 3 $ E 
for alljl,j2,jl#j2. 
Since S is a decomposable operator, there exist spectral maximal spaces 
3E,(Fj) with Fj C Gi (j = l,..., n) and JE = CyzlXs(Fj). By (iii) we have 
X&(Fj) C’%(K +Fj) (j = l,..., n,). 
Now, let us denote Si = S 1 3E,(Fi), Ti = T 1 qr(K + FJ and 
Xi = X 1 &(F,) E B&(F,), ‘&(K + Fi)) (j = l,..., n,). If X E I’,  then the 
function E + (A - &r is analytic in & = {E E C, dist(E, K) < 2e} and 
since & 3 K + Gj - Gj 3 U( Tj) - u(S) for any j, we may write 
Xj(h) “zf (A - C(T, , S,))-’ Xj 
(for details see [5]). Since S is a decomposable operator, every x EX has a 
decomposition of the form: 
with xj E&(FJ (j = l,..., n). We shall show that the sum 
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depends only of the element x ~3 and defines alinear and bounded operator 
from X to !Ij), for every h E V, . In this aim, let us consider the space 
and on $Z the operator S = @,“r, S. Let us denote by &, the subspace 
f, = 15 = j@ xj E iif; xjE X,(Fj), g xj = 01 
which is a linear closed one in 2, and on f, define 
The operator S is also decomposable [2], Chap. 2, and the mapping h + z(h) 
(V, -+ B(Z, , 9)) is analytic. 
We shall show that we may apply Lemma 2.1, for S E B(g), T E B(y) and 
z(A). (The notations are similar!) Indeed, we have for 5 E&, , 
[(A - C(T, 3)) a%(h)] f = (A - T) if(X) x + ??(A) 2% 
= (A - T) z X,(h) xj + 2 X,(h) Sxj 
j=l j=l 
= z [(A - W, > S.i )) Xj(A)] xj = 2 x, = 0. 
j=l 
Now, for 
[2], Chap. 1, we have for 6 in a neighbourhood of &: 
i.e. 
(t - 3) G(5) = jg (5 - S) (%>s (5) = f = $ xj , 
j=l 
where since xi E&(FJ, we have also (x&(t) E~&(FJ (j = l,..., n,) [2]. 
On the other hand, since S has the single valued extension property and 
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Cy& (x$)~ (0 is an analytic solution of the equation ([ - S)f(f) = 0, we 
have Cj”l, (x& (5‘) = 0, so that the condition (1) of Lemma 2.1 is fulfilled. 
Now, if 0 E 2, , since 
one has 
and 2 xj = 0, 
j=l 
us(+) C chtJj os(xk)) n Gj Cjh E c;+< I X- & I d l 1
by the particular choice of the covering {G,}~~, of a(S). Hence, we can write 
that 
where 
thus, 
We shall show now that nAEV, 
let P s (b,, <Uj21 -4 + 4, 
((Jy:i Aj + A) = 4. Supposing the contrary, 
w h ence TV = X + Q~ with c+ E uj21 Aj for any 
A E V, . Particulary, p = h, + 01~~. But cyAO E Gi, for a certain j0 and 
( Aj, - 01~~ / < E; therefore, X + aA - Ai, E V, , hence 
so that & + 01~~ = d, + X, + aA0 - Aj0 , with d, E uyzl Aj . It follows that 
hi0 = d, E uy& A, and this is impossible, on account of the definition fthe 
annuli A, . In this way, the condition (2) of Lemma 2.1 is also fulfilled. 
Applying this lemma, we obtain 
Z(A) 2 = f X,(A) xj = 0 for 4E&, i.e., if
j--l 
gr xi = 0. 
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We have now a linear mapping 
X(h) x = 2 X,(h) xj for x = z xj with xj E 5 , (*) 
j=l j=l 
from 3E into 9. Since the operator @y& xj -+ CT!, x, from @&& to 3E, is 
“onto”, by Banach closed graph theorem there is an M > 0 such that for 
any x EX we can choose a decomposition x = x1 + ... + x, with 
g1 II xj II G Jf II xII *
Therefore, X(h) is bounded, since 
II X(h) x II G 2 II Xj(h) *j II d (SqP II XdA)ll) Ii4 II XII -
j=l 
The mapping X -+ X(A) is also analytic inV, , since, by (*), X(A) x is analytic 
for any x EX. Finally, let us observe that 
[(A - C) X(h)] x = (A - T) X(A) x - X(h) sx 
= (A - T) 2 Xj(h) xj + 3 X,(A) sxj 
j=l 3=1 
= gl [(A - C(Tj 9 Sj)) X,(A)] Xj = 2 XjXj 
j=l 
=xz xj=xx for all XE~E and AEV,,, 
j=l 
therefore, A E pc(X) and A, E CK being arbitrarily chosen, our proof is 
finished. 
3. RELATIONS WITH THE “SPECTRAL DISTANCE" 
We recall that for S E B(X), T E B(g), and X E B(3Z, ‘I)), we denoted 
px(T, S) = ii& Ij C( T, Sy X Illin. 
We recall, also, that for a set H C C and p > 0, Ho means 
{A E C; dist(h, H) < p}. 
Using Theorem 3.3, we refine asily the main result contained in [8]: 
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3.1. PROPOSITION. Let S E B(f) and T E B(g) decomposable and 
X E B(3Z, ‘9J). The following statements are equivalent: 
(3 P t P&C 9; 
(jj) uT(Xx) C [us(;t for all x E3Z; 
(jjj) X3&(F) C ‘9J)(F,,), for all closed sets F C C. 
Proof. Let us observe that if 1 X 1 > px(T, S), then the series 
X(h) = fc(:nJ!n x 
k=O 
converges absolutely and uniformly, and therefore, defines an analytic 
function. Moreover (A - C) X(A) = X, hence u,-(X) C {p; 1~11 < px(T, S)}. 
We have even SU~~~,,~(~) 1 h 1= px(T, S), since, otherwise, the radius of 
convergence of the series Cr=‘=, pkC(T, S)k X would be less than px(T, S) 
and this is impossible. Thus, uc(X) C D, = {II; 1p 1 < p} if, and only if, 
px(T, S) < p. Therefore, the statements (j), (jj), and (jjj) are identical with 
the statements (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively, of Theorem 2.5, for the partic- 
ular case K = D, . The proposition follows readily since F, = F + D, 
for any closed set F C C. 
COROLLARY 1. If S E B(X) and T E B(g)) are decomposable, then for any 
X E B(x, 9) we have the equality 
SUPOX I; ~~w*.s,(4t = sup sup inf (A -CL 1, 
XXfO Aq-(Xx) I*eq(x) 
Indeed, by Proposition 3.1, we have 
PAT, S) = SUP SUP inf (h-p\ 
XxfO Aeq(Xx) ILaoS 
(see [S]), and as observed in the previous proof, 
P&C 9 = sup{1 X I ; h E 40, 
where C = C(T, S). 
3.2. Remark. On account of Theorem 2.1, if S E B(x), T E B(g), and 
U E B(s) are decomposable, X E B(3E, r)), Y E B@, s), then 
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From this inclusion it is easy to obtain the inequality: 
prx(U, S> d PY(U, T) + PAP, S>, (4 
which is a “triangle inequality”. 
However, this inequality remains valid without any assumption on the 
decomposability ofthe operators S, T, and U: 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let S E B(S), T E B(‘$)), U E B(3), X E B(X, g), and 
Y E B(g), 3). Then we huwe the relation (A). 
Proof. First of all, let us obtain the equality 
C(U, S)” (Y, X) = i (3 [C(U, T)n--k Y] [C(T, S)k X]. 
k=O 
(1) 
For, let us consider the mapping: 
X --t enuYXe-ns 
which is analytic in the whole complex plane. It is easy to verify that: 
$ (eAuYXemAs) IAs = C( U, S)” (YX). 
On the other hand, we can write 
and the Leibniz formula gives us 
-$ (eAuYXedAs) = i (i) [g (eAuYe-r3] [-$- (eATXe-As)] . 
k=O 
Putting X = 0 in the above equality, we obtain (1) using the corresponding 
similar elations with (2). Take now an E > 0; then there is an M, > 1 such 
that we have 
and 
II C(U, T)m YII < W[PPY(U, T) + ~1” 
II C( T, qrn XII < K[Px(T, 8) + 4” 
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for all m = 0, 1,2 ,... . From (1) we obtain: 
II C(U, w (Y-q < i (3 II C(U, Wk y II * I w, S)” xII 
1c=o 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, the desired inequality follows. 
This improves a result contained in [6]. 
3.4. Remark. All results contained in Sections 2 and 3, except Theorem 
2.5, remain valid in case the assumption of decomposability on T E B(g) is 
replaced with a weaker one; namely, that T has the single valued extension 
property and ‘I, T(F) is closed (in ‘I)) for every closed set F E C. 
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